In the visual system, early atomized representations are grouped into higher-level entities through processes of perceptual organization. Here we present neurophysiological evidence that a representation of a simple object, a surface defined by color and motion, can be the unit of attentional selection at an early stage of visual processing. Monkeys were cued by the color of a fixation spot to attend to one of two transparent random-dot surfaces, one red and one green, which occupied the same region of space. Motion of the attended surface drove neurons in the middle temporal (MT) visual area more strongly than physically identical motion of the nonattended surface, even though both occurred within the spotlight of attention. Surface-based effects of attention persisted even without differential surface coloring, but attentional modulation was stronger with color. These results show that attention can select surface representations to modulate visual processing as early as cortical area MT.
SUMMARY
In the visual system, early atomized representations are grouped into higher-level entities through processes of perceptual organization. Here we present neurophysiological evidence that a representation of a simple object, a surface defined by color and motion, can be the unit of attentional selection at an early stage of visual processing. Monkeys were cued by the color of a fixation spot to attend to one of two transparent random-dot surfaces, one red and one green, which occupied the same region of space. Motion of the attended surface drove neurons in the middle temporal (MT) visual area more strongly than physically identical motion of the nonattended surface, even though both occurred within the spotlight of attention. Surface-based effects of attention persisted even without differential surface coloring, but attentional modulation was stronger with color. These results show that attention can select surface representations to modulate visual processing as early as cortical area MT.
INTRODUCTION
A central problem in understanding attention is determining what kinds of representations attention can access and select for further processing. Attention has been shown to select low-level representations like regions of space (Posner, 1980) and individual features (Treisman, 1969) , as well as high-level representations like surfaces (He and Nakayama, 1995) and objects (Duncan, 1984) . In order to demonstrate that attention, under some circumstances at least, accesses representations of whole objects, paradigms have been developed which employ spatial transparent superposition of two objects, thus dissociating space-based from object-based mechanisms of attention (Blaser et al., 2000; Duncan, 1984) . Objects can be complex like images of faces and houses (O'Craven et al., 1999) , or more simple like surfaces defined by a cross-feature junction of color and motion (Blaser et al., 2000; Valdes-Sosa et al., 1998) . What all paradigms have in common is that attentional selection of one feature dimension (e.g., shape) requires correct binding to a second dimension (e.g., motion), despite spatial overlap with a second object defined along the same feature dimensions. Since, by design, both objects activate largely overlapping parts of the same feature maps, selection of a single object representation cannot be accomplished by spatial attention. Rather, attention has to access a preexisting object representation in which features have been bound together. Here we adapted one such paradigm (Valdes-Sosa et al., 2000) for use in macaque monkeys to ask whether a neural correlate of surface-based attention exists in middle temporal area MT/V5.
We trained two monkeys on a motion discrimination task in which target and distracter, two differently colored transparent random-dot surfaces, occupied the same region of space ( Figure 1A , movie of example trial available at www. brain.uni-bremen.de/$wannig). After monkeys foveated a fixation spot, the two surfaces, one red and one green, appeared within the same circular region of space over the receptive field (RF) of the recorded neuron. Monkeys were cued by the color of the fixation spot (red or green) to attend to the surface of matching color. Over the course of a trial, the two surfaces underwent a rapid series of motions, consisting of between one to three periods of counter-rotation (300 ms each, reversing directions across periods), followed by a period of translation (250 ms) and a final period of counter-rotation (up to 500 ms). During the translation period, both surfaces moved simultaneously in two different directions (randomly chosen from four possible ones). Monkeys had to report the direction of target translation by a saccade in the corresponding direction.
The task was chosen for the following reasons: the initial rotation period served to establish the percept of two transparent surfaces (Valdes-Sosa et al., 1998 prior to the subsequent series of rapid motion changes. The variable number of rotation periods, the rapidity of changes in the sequence of events, and the presence of a posttranslational rotation period imposed a high perceptual load on monkeys and forced them to pay close attention throughout the trial, and allowed us to trace effects of attention under different stimulus conditions. Middle temporal (MT) was chosen as the recording area because it is known to be critically involved in direction discrimination (Britten et al., 1992) . Area MT also has access to color information (Gegenfurter et al., 1994; Saito et al., 1989) , but importantly, it lacks selectivity for chromatic identity (Dobkins and Albright, 1998; Zeki, 1974) . Thus, if one were to choose an area primarily involved in the analysis of one feature dimension and not in another (advantageous for studying object-based attention; see Discussion) it would be difficult to find as clear a case as area MT, motion, and color. Area MT is of further interest because it is positioned early in the hierarchy of visual cortical areas (Felleman and van Essen, 1991) , yet is sensitive to perceptual organization of motion fields into surfaces (Bradley et al., 1998; Dodd et al., 2001; .
RESULTS

Behavioral Performance
Both monkeys completed 70% of all trials correctly. On average, in 7% of trials monkeys made saccades in the direction of the distracter stimulus, and in 5% of the trials to one of the remaining two saccade targets. The remaining 18% of trials were either aborted due to imprecise fixation, or finished unsuccessfully because saccades were generated too early or too late. Individual performances are detailed in Table 1 and Figure 1B . Three aspects of these behavioral results are noteworthy. First, both monkeys performed far better than expected by chance (considering trials with saccades generated within the reaction time window only: 86.3%, monkey H; 80.3%, monkey B; compared with a 25% chance level). Second, Figure 1 . Task Design and Behavioral Performance (A) Schematic sequence of stimulus and behavioral events during a single trial of the main paradigm. Monkeys foveated a fixation spot, and two surfaces appeared 500 ms later. Surfaces rotated in opposite directions during each 300 ms rotation period. Each trial contained between one to three rotation periods. Rotation directions reversed from one period to the next. These were followed by a brief period of translation (250 ms long) and a final rotation mask, which lasted until saccade execution or a maximum of 500 ms. The translation direction of the target surface, which was cued by the color of the fixation spot (FP), had to be reported by a saccade in the corresponding direction to one of four saccade targets (not shown). (B) Average performance across all trials of monkeys H and B on the dual-surface attention task. Both monkeys completed 70% of all trials correctly (''Hits''). Slightly more than 10% of trials were aborted due to inaccurate fixation (''Fixation Broken,'' 11% and 14% of all trials for monkeys B and H, respectively). Task-specific errors were associated, in decreasing frequency, with saccades directed by distracter motion (Wrong Surface), saccades directed by neither target nor distracter (Wrong Target), and saccades initiated too soon or too late to be considered translation-related.
the frequency of responses in the distracter direction (distracter errors) was higher than that in the other two (unspecific errors). The opposite result (1:2 ratio) would be expected if no information on distracter motion were available for performance. Thus, distracter motion was not completely suppressed. Third, monkey H was better at suppressing distracter-related information than monkey B.
Effects of Attention on Activity of MT Neurons during Translation Period
While monkeys performed the attention task, we recorded from a total of 167 direction-selective neurons in area MT. We will describe the analysis of neural activity during the translation period first. Figure 2A shows responses of an example neuron to all 24 stimulus conditions (4 possible target directions 3 3 remaining distracter directions 3 2 colors). The cell responded best to downward motion of either green or red surface. However, when the green surface served as the target (left in Figure 2A ), it modulated firing much more than when it served as the distracter (right), and the case was similar for the red surface. In other words, the target surface exerted a stronger influence on the firing of this example neuron than the distracter. This result was typical for the population of all recorded MT neurons ( Figure 2B ). While both target and distracter modulated activity, the target exerted a stronger influence.
To quantify the strength of the attention effect, we compared the two conditions in which target motion was maximally effective in driving the cell (target, red or green, moving in preferred direction) and distracter motion minimally effective (distracter, green or red, moving in null direction), with the reverse two conditions in which the distracter was maximally effective and the target minimally effective (example in Figure 3A) . We then computed an attention index (AI) (Treue and Maunsell, 1996) for each cell (see Experimental Procedures). The distribution of AIs for the whole population of cells ( Figure 2C ) is significantly shifted to the right-hand side, corresponding to an average increase of firing rates by 19% (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed rank test). The strength of this attention effect depended on the direction selectivity of the recorded cells: the AI is positively correlated with the direction selectivity of cells, which we assessed in separate single-surface experiments (inset of Figure 2C ; and see Supplemental Text S1 and S2 in the Supplemental Data for further analyses).
To determine how attentional amplification of target impact developed during the translation period, we compared peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) for trials with target motion in the cell's preferred and distracter motion in null direction with PSTHs during identical stimulus conditions, but with opposite attentional requirements ( Figure 3A) . From the very first translation-related part of the response, the attentional enhancement of the response to the preferred direction was apparent and grew stronger with time ( Figures 3B and 3C ). On average, across the population of MT neurons, a significant difference between attention conditions appeared 60-80 ms after translation onset.
Attention Effect during Translation Correlates with Behavior
Strength and time course of attention effects during the translation period predicted the speed of the monkeys' subsequent responses. Attentional modulation was about twice as strong during the half of trials completed with faster responses as for the half of trials completed with slower responses ( Figure 4A ). Time courses computed separately for fast and slow trials revealed a steeper increase in attentional enhancement for fast trials starting $100 ms after translation onset, resulting in a larger net attentional enhancement preceding fast responses compared with that preceding slow responses ( Figure 4B ). The strength of attention effects in monkey H was higher than in monkey B, consistent with monkey H's better performance at suppressing distracters than monkey B (cf. Table 1 ), but this difference of attention effect strength was not significant (19% versus 16%, p = 0.604, t test; the attentional enhancement was significant for each monkey though: p < 0.001 monkey H, p < 0.01 monkey B, Figure 2C bottom). Responses of an example neuron with preference for downward motion to all possible combinations of translation direction crossed with two attention conditions (24 total). Activity levels (between 14 and 106 Hz) are color coded and sorted according to motion direction of red and green surfaces (vertical and horizontal axis, respectively) and attention condition (left matrix: green surface cued as target; right matrix: red surface cued as target). Matrices are centered around the cell's preferred direction. For reasons of display symmetry, we duplicated data entries for null directions (i.e., left and right column, upper-and lowermost row are identical). Corresponding positions in the two matrices represent physically identical stimulus conditions, but differ in the surface that had to be attended. Lumping together all responses to one surface and sorting by either green or red surface direction yields the four marginal distributions (to the left of and on top of each matrix). These curves are similar to direction tuning curves, since they are sorted according to one motion direction, but in addition contain the average influence of the other surface. Modulation of cell firing by target motion is stronger than modulation by distracter motion. (B) Marginal distributions sorted by target (solid line) and distracter stimulus motion (dotted line) for the whole population of 167 neurons, averaged across colors and normalized to the maximal neuronal firing rate. Target motion in the preferred direction elicits significantly higher population activity than physically identical distracter motion. Since both curves are averages over the same data set, the areas below both curves are identical. For the same reason, only direction-selective cells can possibly show this kind of attentional modulation. Error bars = SEM. (C) Frequency histogram of attention indices (AI) for the population of 167 neurons. AIs are computed from the four responses marked by ''P'' and ''N'' in (A), respectively (see Experimental Procedures). The bottom scale shows AIs, and the top scale shows corresponding response ratios attended versus nonattended (in percentages). The histogram is significantly shifted to the right (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed rank test), with an average (geometric mean) increase of firing rates of 19% (marked by the cross whose horizontal extent depicts the 99% confidence window) when attention is directed to the preferred stimulus direction compared with when it is directed to the null direction. 
Effects of Attention on MT Neurons during Rotation Periods
The finding that attention modulated even the first translation-related responses indicates that this modulation may have begun even earlier, during the preceding phase or phases of rotation. Many neurons in our sample responded more strongly to one rotation direction than to the other (average rotation selectivity index 0.41, compared with 0.61 for translation), probably because surfaces were not exactly centered over the RF, resulting in effective translational components over the RF. We could therefore compare conditions in which attention had to be paid to the preferred rotation direction with those in which attention had to be paid to the nonpreferred direction.
Target rotations in the preferred direction yielded significantly larger responses across the population than physically identical distracter rotations ( Figure 5A ). The time course of this effect is shown in Figure 5B for a subpopulation of 65 cells whose mean rotation selectivity equaled the mean translation selectivity of the entire population. When the attended surface rotated in the preferred direction, the population response was larger than when the attended surface rotated in the nonpreferred direction. The strength of attentional enhancement did not vary much between rotation periods (p = 0.93, ANOVA; mean enhancement during rotation periods one through three: 11%, 12%, and 11%, respectively; calculation based on all 167 cells), nor did task performance (mean performance after one, two, and three rotation periods: 86%, 87%, and 86%, respectively; p = 0.30, ANOVA).
The strength of attentional modulation was positively correlated with stimulus selectivity (inset Figure 5A ). The slope of the regression line can be interpreted as a direct measure of the attentional gain change (Supplemental Text S1). Since the slope of this line was slightly higher during rotation than translation (0.20 compared with 0.14), the strength of attentional modulation was quantitatively comparable to, or even larger during rotation than, translation. To illustrate this point further: for the aforementioned subpopulation of 65 rotation-selective cells, the attention-dependent increase in firing rates was 18%, virtually identical to the 19% found during translation.
Attention Effect Strength Can Vary with Surface Color
To equate monkeys' performance for red and green surfaces, surface luminance was adjusted (see Experimental Procedures). This led to approximately, but not exactly, matched levels of activation by the two surfaces in some (C) Population PSTHs, i.e., average PSTHs over all 167 cells, for the same conditions. (Bottom) Time course of difference between attention conditions; crosses indicate time bins with significant differences (p < 0.05). Differences between conditions start to be significant 60-80 ms after translation onset and grow stronger during progression of the translation period. Note that attention-related differences of activity related to the preceding rotation periods last until $80 ms into the translation period (cf. Figure 5B) . of the neurons. Firing rates during the translation period in the single-surface experiment were on average 1.06 times as large for red as for green (standard deviation ±0.26), due to luminance differences between surfaces or to chromatic selectivity. We found that the strength of attention effects was significantly dependent on color in 53 out of 164 cells (significant at p = 0.05, Efron's permutation test [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993] ). Of these 53 cells, 41 showed larger attention effects for green, and 12 for red. In the population of all cells, there was a weak negative correlation between color preference and attention effect strength for each color (green: r = À0.18, p < 0.05; red: r = À0.17, p < 0.05; see Experimental Procedures). In other words, attention effects tended to be stronger for the less effective surface color.
Mono-and Heterochromatic Control Tasks
Successful performance of the task required relaying color information (the color of the cue) into the motion domain (the direction of the target, which signaled the For each recording, data was split into halves, one with faster saccade generation than the median response delay, and one with slower. (A) Average AIs are about twice as large during the half of trials completed with reaction times shorter than the median (''short RTs'') as the half with longer reaction times (AI = 0.10 versus 0.05, p < 0.05, paired Wilcoxon test). Error bars = SEM. (B) Time courses of attention-induced firing rate differences (as in bottom of Figure 3C ). At the start of translation-onset-related activity (white arrow, cf. Figure 3C ), firing rate differences on fast trials (solid line) and slow trials (dotted line) were about the same. But the attention-induced firing rate difference rose faster when preceding fast responses than when preceding slow ones. Black arrow marks time point of maximal translation-related response (cf. Figure 3C ). One hundred sixty-five milliseconds after translation onset, the difference between fast and slow trials started to be significant (p < 0.05, crosses). (B) Population PSTHs during and before the three rotation periods, computed for the subset of cells (n = 65) with a selectivity for rotation direction comparable to the selectivity of the whole population for translation direction. Only trials with all three rotation periods were used for this plot. Solid line marks PSTH for trials with a preferred-null-preferred sequence of target-surface rotation directions (and the opposite pattern for the distracter). Dotted line marks PSTH for the complementary set of trials (null-preferred null). After an initial transient response to surface onset, attention enhances responses to preferred rotation direction in all three rotation phases. This results in a pattern of increased, reduced, and increased population activation as the target surface rotates in preferred, null, and preferred directions (solid line) through the three rotation phases. These differences lag stimulus transitions by $100 ms and are significant (at p < 0.01, crosses) for many individual 20 ms time bins. Note that rotation-direction-related differences in activity last $80 ms into the translation period (compare with Figure 3C ). correct saccade direction). Since the stimulus looked like two transparent surfaces , it is possible that attention to surfaces per se underlay the observed effects, and color merely played an ephemeral role in surface cueing (Mitchell et al., 2003) . Alternatively, attention to color could, through color-motion binding, be directly and continuously relayed into the motion domain without the aid of a surface representation. To distinguish these two possibilities, we trained one of the monkeys (monkey H) on a monochromatic variant of the paradigm, in which surfaces were identical in color and contrast over the neuron's RF ( Figure 6A ). In this variant, two large surfaces, centered on the fixation spot, rotated for between 1-2 s, translated briefly for 250 ms, and then rotated again for up to 500 ms. The target surface was cued by color in a sector opposite the RF location. During rotation, the tangential translation component of the target surface in this sector had the opposite direction of the target translation component inside the RF. We searched for neurons with directional preference approximately perpendicular to the surface radius ( Figure 6A ) so they would respond selectively to rotation direction. Responses from 46 MT neurons were obtained, which had an average rotation selectivity index of 0.69. For 21 neurons we ran a second control experiment with fully colored surfaces (heterochromatic paradigm; see inset in Figure 6C , right panel). We found significant attention effects in both experiments. In the monochromatic paradigm, the distribution of AIs was significantly shifted rightward (p < 0.01, Wilcoxon signed rank test, Figure 6B , right), corresponding to a 23% increase of activity when attention is paid to the target surface rotating in the preferred direction over the RF (and the opposite direction in the colored sector).The strength of this effect remained constant throughout the rotation period ( Figure 6B , left). Attentional modulation in the subsequent translation period was of similar magnitude (22%, p < 0.01, Wilcoxon signed rank test, Supplemental Text S4A).
Average task performance was significantly higher in the heterochromatic than in the monochromatic paradigm (87.2% versus 83.6%, p < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed rank test). During the rotation period of the heterochromatic paradigm, attention effects were also much more pronounced than during the monochromatic paradigm: firing rates increased by 74% when the preferred rotation direction was attended (p = 0.001, Wilcox signed rank test, Figure 6C , right). The strength of the effect increased during the rotation phase, reaching a plateau around 800 ms after rotation onset ( Figure 6C, left) . During subsequent translation, attention effects were weaker (25% on average, p = 0.19, Wilcoxon signed rank test, Supplemental Text S4B), but comparable in size to those from the first 250 ms of the rotation period (18%).
Attentional modulation during the monochromatic and heterochromatic rotation periods was highly correlated across cells (r = 0.77, p < 0.001, Figure 6D ), suggesting a common mechanism underlying attentional modulation in both task variants. Linear regression yielded a slope larger than one (1.72) and a small positive offset (0.15). The larger-than-one slope is compatible with an extra color-related mechanism interacting with the color-free mechanism operating in the monochromatic task variant.
DISCUSSION
Using a paradigm in which target and distracter surfaces occupied the same region of space, we found a significant influence of perceptual organization on attentional selection in area MT. A body of earlier work, starting with Moran and Desimone (1985) in the ventral and Treue and Maunsell (1996) in the dorsal stream, demonstrated attention effects when target and distracter were placed inside the same RF. Our work extends these findings in an important way: as a consequence of spatial overlap of target and distracter, the ''spotlight'' model of attention cannot account for our findings. But when the spotlight fails, what is it that attention selects? As we will argue below, neither space-based mechanisms of attention nor feature-based mechanisms confined to either of the stimulus-defining dimensions, color and motion, can account for our findings. Essential for the explanation of the attention effects described in this paper, we will argue, is an object representation, which attention selects as a whole, i.e., with all its parts and features, for further processing. We will refer to this representation as a surface in order to distinguish it from more highlevel object representations like faces (O'Craven et al., 1999) . Our claim is that we have found a physiological correlate of attention operating in a surface-based mode. Let's consider the alternative accounts in turn.
Space-Based Mechanisms of Attention
Our attention task required focusing of covert attention to a particular region of space, the one containing the two surfaces. But within this spotlight of attention, a differentiation must have occurred such that the impact of one surface was increased at the expense of the other. Can forms of spatial attention more advanced than the spotlight explain this? A hybrid space-and object-based account of attention has been proposed in which attention is directed to sets of fixed spatial locations that define the shape of the target (''grouped array'') (Kramer et al., 1997; Vecera and Farah, 1994) and conforms to the shape of the attended object (Roelfsema et al., 1998) . This account cannot explain attention effects in our paradigm because the only spatial elements to which attention could have conformed, the dots, were changing position constantly. Therefore, selection of fixed spatial positions at a fine scale, even if possible, could not have aided in task performance.
Can spatial tracking of a single or a small number of individual target dots (Pylyshyn and Storm, 1988 ) account for our data? Dot lifetime in our stimuli was limited to 200-400 ms, resulting in a complete replacement of all dots presented at trial start within a little more than the first phase of rotation. At the end of the third rotation phase, more than two generations of dots had disappeared (three on average). Yet, behavioral performance remained as high for trials with three rotation phases as for trials with a single or two rotation phases. Thus, as dots from the target surface vanished, attention must have gained access to newly appearing ones in order to keep its grip on the target surface. The only way this access to new dots could have been gained is by virtue of the surface-defining properties, i.e. motion coherence and common color.
Motion fields without inherent depth ordering can give rise to 3D percepts, e.g., a rotating cylinder. In monkeys viewing such stimuli and reporting their depth ordering, activity of MT neurons has been found to reflect the perceptual state (Bradley et al., 1998; Dodd et al., 2001) . Even though our stimuli do not give rise to a strong 3D percept (Valdes-Sosa et al., 2000) , it is tempting to speculate that attention in our task could have used this neural machinery to consistently force the target surface into a foreground representation and the distracter stimulus into a background representation. Because the depth ordering of surfaces is physically ambiguous, such a perceptual construction would be the consequence of attentional selection, not its basis. But it could form an efficient means for subsequent stages to access the target surface representation.
Feature-Based Mechanisms of Attention I: Shape or Spatial Frequency
Earlier reports of object-based attention have been criticized on grounds of differences between target and distracter object in spatial frequency composition (Watt, 1988) . A processing advantage for one out of two highlevel objects could then be explained by attention to a single feature. To avoid this confound we chose surfaces composed of randomly positioned dots, such that all spatial features, including spatial frequency composition, were virtually identical.
Feature-Based Mechanisms of Attention II: Color
The attentional modulation observed during the monochromatic control task cannot be explained by colorbased attention because target and distracter were gray and therefore never matched the attended color. But we need to consider whether the additional attentional modulation in the heterochromatic control task and the attentional modulation during the main task can be explained by color-based attention.
Attention to color has been found to enhance the response of a V4 neuron when a stimulus of the cued color falls into its RF (Motter, 1994) . The occurrence of this color-based effect of attention (Harter et al., 1982; Hillyard and Munte, 1984) depends on the match between cue and stimulus color. Since a match between cue and surface color serves to direct attention in our paradigm as well, color-based attention is likely to be operating. But this kind of color-based attention cannot explain the attention effects described in this paper, because on any trial, there were equal amounts of red and green stimuli inside a cell's RF. When red is cued, color-based attention predicts enhancement of the activity of a neuron with red dots inside the RF. But the same is true when green is cued, because green dots are inside the RF as well. The strength of these effects should be identical, if all that mattered was the match between cue and stimulus color. Therefore, this kind of color-based attention predicts no differences in activity between the attention conditions of our task (see Supplemental Text S3 for formal proof).
Suppose, alternatively, that color-based attention is not independent of a cell's color selectivity, but is stronger when the attended color matches a cell's color preference. This feature-similarity kind of color-based attention could indeed result in positive AIs. But this form of featurebased attention (McAdams and Maunsell, 1999; Treue and Martínez Trujillo, 1999) predicts stronger effects of attention for the preferred color than for the nonpreferred one (see Supplemental Text S3 for proof). However, we found the opposite relationship: attention effects were stronger for the less effective surface color. This finding, together with earlier reports of larger attention effects for stimuli of lower-luminance contrast (Martinez-Trujillo and Treue, 2002; Reynolds et al., 2001) , suggests that the cause for the actual response differences to red and green surfaces is small differences in luminance rather than chrominance.
A third form of color-based attention is the color-filter model (Mitchell et al., 2003) . In this model attention controls a color filter operating prior to motion analyzers. E.g., when attention is paid to red, a red filter suppresses the contrast of green dots, which consequently elicit weaker responses in MT. The postulated unidirectional flow of attention effects from one feature domain (color) to the other (motion) stands in direct contrast to object-based accounts of attention, which posit reciprocal exchange of information between feature domains.
While the color filter is attractive for its conceptual simplicity, it cannot account for four of our experimental findings. First, like other forms of color-based attention, it predicts a positive correlation between attention strength and color preference (further details in Supplemental Text S5). Second, the color filter cannot explain why effect strength is correlated between the mono-and the heterochromatic control tasks ( Figure 6D ), i.e., between a surface-based and a color-related form of attention. Third, possibly the most striking discrepancy between our data and predictions of the color-filter model arises from its defining feature: the color filter influences motion analyzers, while motion analyzers do not influence the color filter. Consider the temporal dynamics of attention effects in the heterochromatic control task ( Figure 6C ). It takes about 800 ms for the attention effects to reach maximal strength. In the color-filter model, this can be explained by assuming that the color filters need time to be set to maximal effectiveness. By construction, this buildup of color-filter strength should be independent of stimulus motion. Thus, one would expect to also see a similar buildup of attention effects during the rotation periods of the main task ( Figure 5B ), because monkeys were paying attention to the target color for a similar duration of time. However, in contrast to this prediction, attention effect strength was virtually identical in the three rotation periods, being reset with each motion reversal. This resetting of attention effect strength was a general phenomenon, which also occurred for transitions from rotation to translation in all tasks. Thus, strength and dynamics of the attention effect are strongly affected by stimulus motion and scene organization, not just attention to color. This stands in contradiction to the color-filter model and is in agreement with an object-based account of attention.
We cannot rule out the possibility that motion reversals momentarily distracted attention away from the selected color, causing the resets in attention effect strength. However, if an antecedent color filter were already operating, it is much more plausible that subsequent motion reversals should have enhanced attentional selection by acting as an exogenous cue to the selected color.
To summarize, color-based attention does not provide a sufficient explanation for the attention effects we have described. While attention to color (mediated by areas with neurons selective for chrominance) could be an important driving force behind the observed attention effects, for this color effect to be expressed in directionselective MT cells, it must first be ''converted'' into the motion domain through cross-feature binding (Desimone and Duncan, 1995) .
Feature-Based Mechanisms of Attention III: Motion
Can attention in the motion domain alone explain the attention effects? It has been shown that when attention is paid to translational motion in a certain direction, activity of MT neurons with matching directional preference is enhanced (Martinez-Trujillo and Treue, 2004; Treue and Martínez Trujillo, 1999) . This motion-based form of attention does not provide the mechanism for the attention effects described in this paper. The reasons are clearest for the rotation period: first, during this stimulus period attention could not be focused on a specific translation direction, because rotations contain all possible translation directions. Second, while the sign of feature-based attentional modulation is independent of RF position (Maunsell and Treue, 2006) , we found the sign of attentional modulation to depend critically on RF location. Consider the case of two neurons, A and B, both preferring upward translational motion, but the RF of A is on the left side of the random-dot field, while the RF of neuron B is on the right side. When the target surface rotates leftward, activity of neuron A is reduced, while activity of neuron B is enhanced. The sign of the attention effect is reversed, even though these cells have identical directional preferences. Third, position specificity not only rules out translation-based attention, but also rotation-direction-based attention to account for our findings. This is because only the match between the rotational preference of a cell, e.g., its preference for rightward rotation, and the rotation direction of the target surface would determine the sign of the attention effect, not the position of the RF relative to the stimulus, as we have found.
It is important to note that all considerations of motionbased attention in isolation belie the fact that in order to pick the right motion field to pay attention to, at least one initial instance of color-motion binding must have occurred. How this binding is achieved, we can only speculate upon, with double-duty neurons outside MT (Phaf et al., 1990) and dynamic linking (Singer and Gray, 1995) as two possible mechanisms.
Object-and Surface-Based Mechanisms of Attention
Because target and distracter activated topographically overlapping parts of color and motion feature maps, selection of the target in our paradigm required access to a preexisting object representation in which color and motion have been linked. Specifically, successful performance in our task required attentional selection of color, linking of this color with one of two motion directions, and selection of motion in order to generate a saccade in the correct direction.
These task requirements translate directly to the level of MT neurons. The neural attention effect we have described above is contingent upon a trio of factors (Figures 2A and  2B ): (1) the match of one stimulus color with the color of the cue, (2) the correct linking of that color with one of the motion directions, and (3) the match of that motion direction with the cell's direction preference. Because dependencies exist in two feature domains (1 and 3) and because features in each domain need to be linked across domains (2), color-based and motion-based mechanisms of attention in isolation cannot account for the attention effects.
Two broad scenarios can be conceived for how color information could have been grouped with motion: first, directly through preattentive color-motion binding; second, indirectly via a surface representation. In both scenarios attention needs to be directed to representations that go beyond simple feature maps. At the heart of the first scenario is an elementary object representation defined through a set of color and motion conjunctions; at the heart of the second scenario is a single cohesive surface representation defined by coherent motion, with color playing only an ephemeral role in surface cueing. In both scenarios color-based effects of attention are relayed into the motion domain (Desimone and Duncan, 1995) in an object/surface-specific manner (Schoenfeld et al., 2003; Sohn et al., 2004) , not a space-based one. This is the critical prediction of object-based theories of attention (Duncan et al., 1997; Valdes-Sosa et al., 1998) .
The two scenarios are not mutually exclusive, but they make different predictions for the mono-and heterochromatic control tasks. The second scenario predicts an effect of attention even in the absence of a color differential over the RF. The first scenario predicts stronger effects of attention with color than without. Both predictions turned out to be correct. In the monochromatic variant of the control task, we found a significant increase in activity when the preferred rotation or translation direction had to be attended, even though the cue color always directed attention away from the RF. The attention effect, therefore, was truly surface specific and must have spread from the colored region over the entire surface (He and Nakayama, 1995) .
For fully colored surfaces the effect was much stronger. How did extra coloring in the heterochromatic task increase the attention effects? First, attention to the target surface may have been spatially biased toward the colored sector, away from the RF, in the monochromatic task, but it may have been dispersed evenly over the entire surface, including the RF, in the heterochromatic task. This hypothesis would explain why there was only a small reduction in behavioral performance in the monochromatic task, despite the large reduction in neural effects in the MT neurons. Second, differential coloring improves the segregation of surfaces Albright, 1997, 1999) . When target and distracter surfaces are better segregated, attention can be better directed to the target and better averted from the distracter, resulting in larger attention effects. Third, an attentional enhancement of target color-mediated by an area in the brain with neurons selective for chrominance-could be directly relayed into an enhancement of target motion in MT through crossfeature color-motion binding. This hypothesis requires that color-selective cells in area V4 can selectively respond to one of two differently colored, spatially superimposed stimuli; this has indeed been demonstrated in area V4 (Fallah et al., 2007) . Only in the heterochromatic task variant could this object-based effect of attention develop over the RF and exert a maximal effect. It is worth noting that the dependency of the attention effect on color may be reduced when an exogenous cue attracts attention to the target surface (Mitchell et al., 2003) . In our paradigm, no such exogenous cue existed, because all motion reversals on the two surfaces occurred simultaneously.
Our results are likely of general importance beyond one cortical area and one species. In a recent evet-related potential (ERP) study, Rodríguez and Valdé s-Sosa (2006) used a stimulus and attention paradigm very similar to the one of the current study to suggest human MT+ as a region of surface-based attentional modulation. Their analysis was based on a source-localization method. By directly demonstrating attentional modulation in macaque MT, our results support the idea that attentional modulation of the scalp-recorded N200 component may indeed reflect attention effects in the human MT+ complex. Our results further demonstrate that firing rates are modulated by attention not only in response to sensory transients (which the N200 is sensitive to) but in a sustained manner (especially in the control paradigm). Fallah et al. (2007) have recently shown that V4 neurons can selectively respond to one of two differently colored stimuli, even when stimuli are spatially overlapping. While this effect was caused by an exogenous cue (stimulus onset), it indicates that the effects of non-space-based attention we have described in MT are of a more global nature and affect other cortical areas as well.
Our paradigm emphasizes the importance of perceptual organization, since spatially intermingled red and green moving dots were grouped through Gestalt criteria of common fate and similarity into two differently colored surfaces occupying the same region of space. Attentional modulation depended critically on surface organization and color-motion binding, and not just on individual representations of color, motion, or space. Perceptual organization, the process which creates our percept of macroscopic objects, shapes and guides attentional selection in an area at an early level of the visual processing hierarchy (Felleman and van Essen, 1991) .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
All animal procedures complied with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, regulations for the welfare of experimental animals issued by the Federal Government of Germany, and stipulations of Bremen authorities.
Tasks and Trials
During training and recording monkeys sat in primate chairs with heads restrained and eyes 57 cm in front of the stimulus monitor. Each trial started with the appearance of the central fixation spot (0.3 3 0.3 ).
Throughout the trial, monkeys had to foveate the central fixation spot within a square window (±1.0 3 ±1.0 ). Eye positions were monitored with the indirect scleral search-coil technique, based on the double magnetic induction method. Dual-Surface/Main Task Five-hundred milliseconds after the start of fixation, two spatially overlapping random-dot surfaces appeared, one red, one green (Figure 1A) . Red or green coloring of the fixation spot cued the same-color surface as target. The stimulus sequence consisted of between one to three 300 ms phases of rotation, one 250 ms phase of translation, and a final rotation period lasting until saccade execution or up to 500 ms. During each rotation phase, one surface rotated clockwise, the other one counterclockwise, both reversing rotation direction with transition to the next rotation phase. During the translation phase, each surface moved in one of four possible directions. Motion directions were randomly chosen on each trial, but constrained to be different. On each trial, two of the four possible translation directions were chosen for target and distracter, respectively. Target motion direction had to be reported by a saccade in the corresponding direction toward one of four small annuli (0.2 diameter) presented peripherally at 10 around the fixation spot. Saccades had to be initiated within 100-800 ms after translation onset, but most (81%) occurred within 250 to 450 ms. Prior to the main task, the preferred motion direction was determined by a manual mapping procedure. The four motion directions for the main task were then aligned (in steps of 45 ) to the cell's preferred direction and evenly separated by 90 .
Single-Surface Task
To determine each neuron's direction tuning and dependence on surface color, we presented the target surface alone, in red, or in green on different trials. Stimulus sequence and behavioral requirements were identical to those in the dual-surface task, except that we used eight instead of four target translation directions in order to increase the resolution of direction tuning curves.
Mono-and Heterochromatic Control Task
Behavioral requirements were identical to those of the main task. The stimulus sequence was simplified in that only one rotation period, of 1000-2000 ms duration, preceded the translation phase, but was otherwise identical to that of the main task.
Stimuli
Stimuli were presented on a 21'' CRT monitor with 85 Hz refresh rate. Only red and green guns were used to display the red (1.0-1.5 cd/m 2 ) and green dots (1.1-2.6 cd/m 2 ) on a dark background (<0.01 cd/m 2 ).
Contrast was adapted to equalize performance for red and green, but was kept constant throughout an experiment and usually for several consecutive days of recording. Dots (0.18 in diameter each) were drawn with densities of 2.0 dots per square degree inside round apertures with diameters of 5-7 of visual angle. Since dots of either color were randomly positioned and moved at coherence levels of 80% (translation) and 100% (rotation), this stimulus arrangement gave rise to the percept of a red and a green transparent surface (Blaser et al., 2005; . When two dots of opposite color occupied overlapping pixels, one dot occluded the other one. Half the green and half the red dots served as ''occluders.'' Thereby a physical difference in apparent depth ordering of the surfaces was avoided. In the main task, surfaces covered the size of the neuron's RF, mapped manually with a moving bar. RF centers were located at eccentricities between 2 and 8 of visual angle. Dot lifetime varied between 200-400 ms to discourage tracking of individual dots. During rotation periods dots moved at angular velocities of 80 -120 of visual angle per second; during translation periods, at 4 -7 of visual angle per second.
In the mono-and heterochromatic control tasks, surfaces were centered on the fixation spot with a diameter of typically 10 -12 such that the eccentric RF was covered. RFs were carefully mapped by manual bar motion to ensure they did not protrude over the fixation spot. We actively searched for neurons with a preferred direction approximately orthogonal to the surface radius. In the monochromatic variant, a surface sector opposite to the neuron's RF (60 -120 of angle) was colored red or green, while the remainder of the surface was kept gray (3.2 cd/ m 2 ). Dots leaving or entering the sector changed color when crossing the border. In the heterochromatic variant, surfaces were colored red and green in their entirety. Rotational angular velocity was 70 -80 per second; other parameters were the same as in the main task.
Surgical Procedures
For implantation of head post, recording chambers and scleral search coil (17 mm diameter golden ring) followed standard anesthetic, aseptic, and postoperative treatment protocols, which have been described in detail elsewhere (Wegener et al., 2004) .
Recording
We recorded extracellularly with fine lacquer-coated tungsten electrodes. Signals were amplified, band-pass filtered (300 Hz to 5 kHz), AD-converted, and stored to disk. Spike extraction and sorting was performed with custom-made software, which used several spike-shape parameters (including principal components, height, and width) to isolate single units. Cells were determined to be from MT by their physiological characteristics and MRI-guided electrode position within cortex.
Analysis
Translation direction selectivity was assessed in the single surface trials and quantified by a directional selectivity index DI = ðR PD À R ND Þ ðR PD + R ND Þ with R PD response in preferred direction and R ND in null direction. Response magnitudes were computed over an interval of 100 ms to 240 ms after translation onset. Rotation direction selectivity was computed over an interval of 100 ms to 400 ms after rotation onset. AIs were computed based on the four stimulus conditions in which one stimulus moved in the preferred direction, and the other, in the null direction ( Figure 1A ). AIs were defined as AI = ðR aP À R aN Þ ðR aP + R aN Þ with R aP being the average response when motion in the preferred direction is attended, and R aN being the average response when motion in the null direction is attended. To determine the relationship between color dependency and attention effects, we computed a color selectivity index CI = ðR PC À R NC Þ ðR CP + R NC Þ where R P and R N are the responses to single surfaces of the preferred and nonpreferred color, respectively. We then computed AIs separately for red and green targets, and computed the correlation coefficient between AIs and color indices in the populations of green and red cells separately. Behavioral performance, if not specified otherwise, was defined as the percentage of correctly completed trials out of all trials that were neither aborted by fixation errors nor terminated by premature or belated saccade initiation.
Horizontal and vertical eye positions were recorded with a sample rate of 1000 Hz. Mean eye positions for rotation period and translation period were computed within a time window from 50 ms after rotation/translation onset to the end of the period. Results were grouped according to the same attention conditions used for the AIs, and for each neuron the mean absolute distance of eye positions between conditions was calculated. Eye positions were only minimally biased in a certain direction in either rotation or translation period. The average absolute distance between mean eye positions in the two attentional states was 0.066 (±0.043 , standard deviation 
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